
The Invasion
An alien warship named ED.LN (we are assuming ED means Earth Destroyer) has invaded
NSIT. The students of NSIT have assembled in Moksha ground to parley with the aliens. If we go
to Moksha ground we can see many human chains. For this problem we imagine a straight line
going through middle of Moksha ground. Each position on this line is marked from 1 to 100000
(both inclusive).

People are forming human chains along this line. Initially every position is empty. When
someone stands in ith position he holds hand of people who are standing in his left and right (if
there any) and join their group. If there is no one beside him he forms a new group.

When new people come your job is to mark his position and count currently how many groups
are there in Moksha ground.

The ghissus have to attend their classes, so they will come and go as it suits them.

For example suppose:

A guy came first and stood on postion 2. Currently there is only 1 group.
Then another guy stood in position 4. Currently there are 2 groups.
Another guy stood in position 3. Now there are only 1 group.
Now the guy in position 3 left. Now there are 2 groups again.

Input

First line will contain an integer t, the number of test cases. Following this, each test cases
begins with an integer n, the number of operations that are going to take place. Next n lines will
contain integers pi which denotes position of i-th man that joined the chain. If a person is already
present at position i, it means that he's leaving for his class.

Output

For each pi print number of groups currently in Koksha ground. In last line print the string "ED.LN
destroyed". Don't print any extra spaces.

t <= 10

0 < All operations and positions <= 10^5

Please pay attention while printing new lines in the output as per the example!

Example

Input:
2
3
1
3
5
4



10
11
10
11

Output:
1
2
3

1
1
1
0

ED.LN destroyed
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